
BACKGROUND

I-MED Network is Australia’s largest medical imaging
network, with clinics in all major metropolitan areas
and significant parts of rural and regional Australia, with
200 leases across the country. 

Property leasing is the one of the largest costs to 
I-MED and one that, until recently, was managed under
a de-centralised structure. Lease administration and
management was the responsibility of business units,
while an outsourced third party handled the processing
of rental invoices. 

FRACTURED LEASE MANAGEMENT 

This de-centralised approach to property management 
was causing concern for I-MED’s corporate property 
team. I-MED’s National Property Manager, Mr. Hamish 
McGowan, explained that data inaccuracies with 
important leases brought the issue to a head; “Our 
leases are a significant expense, with clinics operating 
out of vastly different buildings right across the 
country – from small residences owned by ‘mum and 
dad’ landlords through to major state hospitals. The 
disparate nature of our clinic locations meant that 
lease documentation was stored Australia-wide too. We 
needed one source of truth. It needed to be centralised 
and managed from our Sydney headquarters.”

In addition, without visibility into lease agreement 
documentation, Mr. McGowan and his team could not 
closely manage and monitor CPI indexes applied to 
individual leases.

LEASEEAGLE WINS COMPETITIVE TENDER

I-MED was determined to find a complete solution for
its leasing requirements and decided the best way to

do this was to put out a national RFP. Amongst stiff 
competition, LeaseEagle stood tall as Mr. McGowan 
described, “The LeaseEagle team gave a presentation 
that really showed they’d done their homework. They 
also demonstrated sound real estate knowledge, 
creating a pilot site for us so that we could see 
exactly how LeaseEagle would revolutionise property 
management for our business. They were miles ahead 
of their competitors.

“LeaseEagle supports smartphones, iPhones, iPads and 
tablets too which means accessibility is a non-issue. 
And because it’s a hosted solution, we didn’t need 
to undergo a big implementation and wear the costs 
typically associated with that scenario. It was a done 
deal.”

CRITICAL DATA AUDIT REVEALS 
SIGNIFICANT OVERCHARGES

In getting started, the first task for LeaseEagle and 
I-MED was to assemble, document and audit all the
multiple forms of leases from across the country - some 
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on paper, some filed as PDFs and others saved as Word 
documents. They were then collated in a central place 
against each cost centre, with LeaseEagle helping I-MED 
to identify the data within these leases that needed to 
be captured for future management purposes. 

During the auditing process the LeaseEagle Data 
Services team helped I-MED identify and reclaim a 
large sum in miscalculations and overcharges, thanks 
to landlords applying incorrect CPI reviews. This figure is 
equivalent to 7% of I-MED’s monthly rental payments.

ONE SOURCE OF TRUTH BRINGS MANY 
BENEFITS

Mr. McGowan and his team saw immediate benefit 
having all of I-MED’s lease data centralised; “We now 
have one point of reference for everything to do with our 
properties. Everyone is accessing the same information 
regardless of whether they’re a regional manager in 
another state or an executive sitting in the Sydney head 
office. We can easily control who has access to the 
system and how much information they can access.”

Mr. McGowan said, “The LeaseEagle solution 
automatically provides us with correct CPI figures 
because it links directly to the appropriate reporting 
agency or government body, such as the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics. This makes it easy to compare 
the figures you’ve been paying to a landlord against 
the official CPI numbers, so there’s no chance of error. 
This is really important for us when dealing with non-
institutionalised landlords because they often fail to 
calculate CPI’s to four decimals, as required by leases. 
More often than not, they round figures up.”

All of these specialised features are made possible 
thanks to LeaseEagle’s extensive, specialised 

experience in the retail real estate game. Like most 

major organisations, I-MED has a unique cost centre 

structure so their chosen lease management solution 

needed to be highly adaptable and scalable. It also 

needed to be backed by a technical team that knows 

the ins and outs of the complex, niche real estate 

industry. That’s just what they found in LeaseEagle.

LEASEEAGLE’S FINANCE MODULE UPS THE 
ANTE
With all property information and intelligence centrally 

managed, it made sense to take on LeaseEagle’s 

finance module which I-MED now uses to verify, approve 

and process all rental invoices. The payments are easily 

checked, monitored and automatically processed 

which completely streamlines this massive monthly 

task for the National Property team. It also sends email 

alerts for critical dates and sends reminders, assuring 

I-MED that they’re paying what they be should paying,

and at the right time.

INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE PROVES 
INVALUABLE  

Mr. McGowan and his team have found the whole 

experience extremely positive; “The support from the 

LeaseEagle team has been incredible - from the initial 

audit through to completely streamlining our lease 

payment process. 

“Importantly, their Help Desk is reliable too. The 

LeaseEagle staff has a working understanding of 

the real estate industry, which is very unique and 

invaluable. They grasp our terminology and they know 

and understand our business. We’ve certainly felt that 

LeaseEagle can offer the whole package – from solution 

to support,” concluded Mr. McGowan.

For more information please call:
1300 887 609  (Australia)
781.270.1515  (United States)
+64 9 368 9283  (New Zealand)
www.leaseeagle.com
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